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A Recent Book About Stephen Crane
By LILLIAN B. GILKES
ONE OF THE SADDEST phenomena in all Literature is that of an
exceptionally endowed intellect overthrown by personality difficulties.
One thinks immediately of Edgar Allan Poe in that respect. Two other
nineteenth century figures come also to mind: the poets, James Gates
Percival and William Ellery Channing; and in our own century Thomas
Wolfe, Dylan Thomas-the list is long.
Reading the new biography of Stephen Crane by R. W. Stallman,
an eminent Crane scholar (George Braziller, New York City, 1968, 664
pages), one senses that many of its captious errors and willful misrep-
resentations must be charged to the unhappy circumstance that its author,
like those others, is bothered by the kind of ego that gets in the way of
his judgments. So he must be continually attacking and lashing out, down-
grading those who have been before him or else ignoring them altogether.
This is all the more remarkable as Mr. Stallman has had wide
recognition for his pioneering work in the Crane field, ever since the
appearance of his admirable Stephen Crane: An Omnibus in 1952. He
does not need to scuffle for place, to engage in sniper in-fighting with his
colleagues and others who have been his friends. Yet in this unscholarly
and poorly organized book he goes out of his way to sideswipe, in a
chapter note, Prof. Maurice Bassan who published some pages of an early
draft of George's Mother (A merican Literature, January ] 965) that
were discovered on verso pages of a Sullivan County manuscript "The
Holler Tree," chiding Mr. Bassan for not noticing early draft pages of a
third story "The Reluctant Voyagers" which had nothing to do with the
subject under examination. He quarrels with John Berryman and Cora
Crane's biographer for standing on the record that Crane is buried in the
family plot in Evergreen Cemetery, in what is now Hillside, New Jersey,
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once a part of Elizabeth township. A letter to the Librarian in either of
those communities would have settled the fact that the Evergreen Ceme-
tery-and Crane's body-is just where it always was, though municipal
boundaries have shifted with population growth over the past sixty-eight
years.
Mr. Stallman's major contribution to the re-focusing of interest on
Crane, it seems to me, has been his exhumation of a quantity of unpub-
lished pieces, additions to canon and manuscript variants, and the iden-
tification of reprints and items from scattered sources not previously
known to have been of Crane's authorship. He has acted as a semi-
bibliographer rather than as an interpreter-critic, a fact reflected in his
checklist of "Writings by Stephen Crane" from which he says "nothing
of consequence is missing." The checklist however is mainly a list of Mr.
Stallman's publications. Missing here is any indication of scholarly
inquisitiveness, as is also the ability to establish and maintain good rela-
tionships with other scholars who were just as capable and just as well
recognized in the appropriate circles of literary research. In other words,
Mr. Stallman's excessive self-interest has made him less than what he
pretended to be or what he wanted to be. His deficient handling of Crane's
newspaper piece about the "Great Bugs in Onondaga" is an example.
Here are the facts for all who like to know the truth:
When the collector and student of Crane's writings, Mr. Ames W.
Williams, was gathering the materials for his Crane library (later acquired
by Mr. George Arents and presented to Syracuse University), he dis-
covered in the Library of Congress files of the New York Tribune an
unsigned piece he felt certain had been written by Crane when he was a
student at Syracuse University. Mr. Williams, thoroughly familiar with
Crane's writing and style of reporting, included a photostatic copy of the
page of the Tribune for Monday, June 1, 1891, in his collection with the
notation: "Probably written by Stephen Crane." This was the front-page
article with the heading: Great Bugs in Onondaga. When Mr. Lester G.
Wells, Rare Books Librarian at Syracuse University, found the photostat
in the Williams-Arents collection, he sought the opinions of three experts
as to whether the newspaper piece bore the marks of Crane's early
authorship. Positive statements were received from Professors 010v
Fryckstedt, Uppsala University, Edwin H. Cady, Indiana University, and
Walter E. Sutton, Syracuse University, and these were placed with the
photostat and filed away in the Crane collection against the day Mr. Wells
could find the opportunity to write and publish an article about the iden-
tification of authorship of the piece.
After Mr. John S. Mayfield had gone to Syracuse University as the
Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books, Mr. \Vells showed him the file
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on the "Great Bugs" story, and turned it over to him. With Mr. Wells'
permission, Mr. Mayfield put the pieces together, wrote the story, and
published it, but-as a matter of credit and courtesy-with Mr. Wells'
name as the author. The title was "The Iron Monster, the Crackling
Insects of Onondaga County, and Stephen Crane" and it appeared in the
March 1963 issue of The Courier, the publication of Syracuse University
Library Associates, of which Mr. Mayfield was the Editor.
Mr. Mayfield continued the research and investigation on his own,
and gathered valuable information sufficient to write an additional article
which was published in The Courier for September 1963 under the title:
"Stephen Crane's Bugs." Mr. Mayfield included in this piece statements
he had solicited from Mr. Louis Zara and Mr. Ames W. Williams
regarding the authenticity of the Crane article. Despite the apparent role
of Mr. Williams solely as the contributor of a statement in Mr. Mayfield's
article, Mr. Stallman unhesitantly claps the authorship of the entire piece
on Mr. Williams (p. 567). This is sloppy and downwrong carelessness,
as is also Mr. Stallman's giving the title of Crane's piece variously as
"Great Bugs at Onondaga" (p. 31), "Bugs at Onondaga" (p. 125),
"The Bugs of Onondaga" (p. 567), "Great Bugs in Onondaga" (p. 627),
and again as "Great Bugs at Onondaga" (p. 649). Evidently Mr. Stallman
has lost his perspective for consistency, and cares nothing about being
correct. One shudders to think of the subversion bound to occur when
"the Crane scholar is asked to consult my forthcoming Stephen Crane:
A Bibliography (Iowa State University Press) ," (pp. 633-634).
The two pieces in The Courier were combined and published in a
separate edition in 1964, and distributed to members of Syracuse Uni-
versity Library Associates. It is an attractively produced brochure in
which appropriate credit is rendered prominently to all concerned in the
discovery and authentication of the Crane newspaper story. The outside
front cover title of this desirable item is: Great Bugs in Onondaga, by
Stephen Crane and Others, and the "Others" are listed on the title page.
Mr. Stallman, the bibliographer-to-be, does not mention this real Crane
first edition.
In 1966, two years later, was published the volume entitled: The
New York City Sketches of Stephen Crane and Related Pieces, edited by
Messrs. R. W. Stallman and E. R. Hagemann, and "Great Bugs in Onon-
daga" was included in it as it appeared originally in the New York
Tribune on June 1, 1891-not 18 June 1891 as given by the joint editors
on page xiv of their book. Did they observe the amenities of scholarship
and accord recognition and credit to those responsible for the discovery
and authentication of the Crane story? Search the book.
In this same volume, the editors included also Crane's unusual
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piece of fiction entitled: "Fire! When Every One Is Panic Stricken"
which appeared in the New York Press, November 25, 1894. They
do not make any reference to the first separate edition of this remarkable
bit, which Mr. Williams had beautifully printed in 1954; although they
do quote in a footnote from the second of the two articles by Mr. May-
field (published in The American Book Collector, December 1956 and
January 1957) in which he nailed down the Press piece as a product
solely of Crane's imagination, in much the same manner he did with the
"Great Bugs" story seven years later.
In his 1968 Stephen Crane book, Mr. Stallman recounts the story
of the Fire! piece published in the New York Press, correctly labels it
"all fiction" (p. 125), in a footnote cites Mr. Mayfield's two articles in
The American Book Collector, and then refers to Mr. Williams' 1954
first separate edition in this sentence: "Bibliographer Ames W. Williams,
apparently believing the sketch genuine, has privately published it in
pamphlet form under the title 'Fire!''' Just what is implied in the
words "apparently believing the sketch genuine?" And what does a
bibliographer - to - be mean by the contradictious phrase "privately
published?"
In relating the matter of Crane and the unsigned dispatch in the
New York World, July 16, 1898, concerning the conduct of the 71st
New York Regiment at the Battle of San Juan Hill during the war in
Cuba, Mr. Stallman included everything, fact for fact and name for
name, presented by Mr. Williams in an article based on original research,
and published in The New Colophon, April 1948. He augments his text
by a lengthy footnote incorporating Mr. Williams' references, and then
obliquely adds: "See also Ames W. Williams' 'Stephen Crane: War Cor-
respondent,' in New Colophon, April, 1948." Does this article by Mr.
Williams, a scholar-collector with an authoritative reputation, deserve
such a flicky brush-off? Perhaps there is mollification in the inclusion of
the reference to Mr. Williams' piece in Mr. Stallman's Checklist (p. 641)
followed by the word: "Important." In that listing, incidentally, the date
is incorrectly given as: "April 1949." In this and too many other instances,
Mr. Stallman leaves the impression that Mr. Stallman was the discoverer
of hitherto unknown facts about Crane and Cora Crane. He should
realize that he is in the position to give credit, not to take credit. And
not to distort what is already established in the record.
Crane's defense testimony at the trial in the Dora Clark affair sheds
important light on his relations with prostitutes and streetwalkers, perhaps
the most significant contribution this book makes in the way of new mate-
rial. But Mr. Stallman's seeming acquiescence in the presiding Commis-
sioner's judgment on Crane's morals-it was a trial illegal in the first
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place, by reason of a police court's usurpation of jurisdiction over a
private citizen-leaves the whole puzzling question on that subject unre-
solved. Prodigious research has uncovered the testimony of various war
correspondents about Crane's behavior in Cuba and elsewhere, but here
too the outlines of character fail to emerge from the mass of raw material:
a criticism which must be made of the book as a whole. A Cora Crane
image is more sharply projected, if mainly by reason of Mr. Stallman's
intense dislike of her; he seems to have declared it an open season on
Cora, and never misses an opportunity to asperse her.
For the most part this book is not the work of R. W. Stallman alone.
The largest single contributor is Stephen Crane, whether quoted directly
or in exhaustive summary. A good third of the book, besides, is devoted
to other people's impressions of Crane, those who had known him in life
and the many who wrote of his work. Of the former, quite a number are
non-objective pro and con, or like Ford Madox Hueffer (who changed
his name to Ford Madox Ford in 1919) and Mrs. Joseph Conrad, oddly
quirked, hence are unreliable witnesses. With never a qualifying word,
Mr. Stallman clutters his narrative with page after page of embroidered
discourse from that colorful but notorious spouter, Ford. Alfred Edward
Woodley Mason about Crane's unfinished novel The O'Ruddy, which
Mason undertook to finish but did not, Mr. Stallman quotes verbatim,
allowing Mason's muddled recollection forty-five years later-the exact
opposite of what happened-to stand uncorrected (p. 559).
Of lesser inaccuracies and misstatements with which the book is
riddled, here are some random examples:
James G. Huneker, music critic and essayist, "did not know much
about literature," (p. 439). This must throw Huneker's biographer,
Arnold T. Schwab, from whom Mr. Stallman received valuable informa-
tion about Huneker's relations with Crane, into a double-jointed con-
niption.
Henry James did not contribute fifty pounds to Cora Crane's fund
for the Harold Frederic children, but five (p. 616).
Cora Crane did not "shut up Villa Ravensbrook" and go into
quarters at 6 Milborne Grove, London, while Crane was in Cuba
(p. 348). Milborne (not Millborne, p. 525) Grove was the small house
-not lodgings-where she resided with her friend Mrs. Brotherton after
Crane's death.
David Meldrum was not of the publishing house of Heinemann
(p. 344), but of Blackwood's.
Crane's book George's Mother was not published by Appleton
(p. 210), but by Edward Arnold.
Crane began Active Service at Ravensbrook, not in Cuba (p. 31 I ).
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Crane did not know the Associated Press correspondent Walter
A. M. Goode through Robert McClure (p. 518), but knew him first
in Cuba.
The list could go on and on.
The tragedy of this book is not only that it is not the long-awaited
definitive biography-if biography it can be called-but waste; waste of
research materials, strenuous effort, and the years that went into its com-
position. It blocks the way to the writing of any more reliable Stephen
Crane biography.
For those people who do not care and do not know any better, it
does not make any difference. For those people who do care and who do
know better, it makes a lot of difference.
Ralph Walker: Poet
CHRISTOPHER WREN (born 1632; knighted 1673; died 1723) was
one of the two greatest English architects who ever lived. He proposed
plans for urban renewal after the Great London Fire of 1666, designed
and rebuilt St. Paul's Cathedral, and left marks of his constructive
ingenuity on numerous churches, colonnades, theaters, monuments,
spires, chapels, and libraries, many of which are still standing today.
In a letter to his friend, Wenceslaus Hollar, the artist and engraver,
Wren wrote: "I have ever entertained the opinion for one to be regarded
as a master of his enterprise as a designer of manmade structures, he must
have knowledge in his head and poetry in his heart."
Mr. Ralph Walker, a member of the Board of Trustees of Syracuse
University Library Associates, more than meets Sir Christopher's dictum
regarding the successful architect. Mr. Walker has not only designed
some of the outstanding structures in the world today, but also he has
"poetry in his heart," and has furthermore given expression to his fanci-
ful and philosophical muse in the form of several privately printed
volumes, tastefully produced, and most pleasant and heartening to read.
Mr. Walker has made available to members of Library Associates
a few copies of three of these books, and if there are any who would like
to acquire a set, it is suggested they communicate with the Business
Manager of The Courier. The titles are: Fragments (New York, 1965,
41 pages), Vagrants (New York, 1966,74 pages), and Screaming Egos
(New York, 1966,32 pages).
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Fuller d'Arch Smith Ltd.
I T IS A PLEASURE to announce the establishment of the new rare
books firm:
Fuller d'Arch Smith Ltd.,
76 Gloucester Place,
London, W. 1, England.
The letterhead shows that the owners and operators are Timothy d'Arch
Smith and J. O. Fuller.
J. O. Fuller is none other than the talented Miss Jean Overton
Fuller, whose major work has been in the field of biography, literary on
one hand and concerned on the other with secret operations in World
War II. Her most recent publications include: The Magical Dilemma
of Victor Neuburg (London, 1965; Neuburg, magician, poet, and seer,
was the pupil of Aleister Crowley and the literary godfather of Dylan
Thomas), Carthage and the Midnight Sun (verse, London, 1966), and
Swinburne (London, 1968),.a critical biography of the famous Victorian
literary figure which is presently attracting a great deal of intelligent atten-
tion and literary comment in England and elsewhere.
For the past several years Mr. Timothy d'Arch Smith has been
associated with one of the largest London bookshops in the capacity of
Head of the Rare Books Department, is well-known far and wide, and
is considered a first class authority in his field.
Mr. Smith has published a number of scholarly pieces, including the
Introduction to the new edition of Stuart Mason's Bibliography of Oscar
Wilde, issued by Bertram Rota in London, 1967. Mr. Smith's most recent
production was a bibliography of C. Day-Lewis, England's Poet Laure-
ate, compiled with Mr. Geoffrey Handley-Taylor and issued by the St.
James Press, Chicago and London, 1968.
The combination of these two erudite and enterprising people in
one of the most fascinating of businesses is bound to meet with success
in every way possible, and their friends in the United States extend
their congratulations and best wishes.
For some time Mr. Smith has been the London Correspondent of
The Courier, and it is expected that he will soon be reporting on activities
in London concerning rare books and rare people.
Should any members of Syracuse University Library Associates
or readers of The Courier find themselves in London, they could do
nothing better than to visit Fuller d'Arch Smith Ltd., where they are
guaranteed a most cordial welcome. Be sure to call by telephone before




NEARBY A FULL PAGE is devoted to a reduced reproduction of a
photograph taken on the town square of Meridian, Bosque County, Texas,
on 26 December 1895.
Shown are various members of two prominent Texas pioneer fam-
ilies, the Alexanders and the Lumpkins. The central patriarchal figure
(with hands clasped) is Captain Thomas Crawford Alexander (born in
Maury County, Tennessee, ] 824), fighting soldier in the American-
Mexican War of ] 846-7 and an officer in the Tenth Texas Infantry during
the War Between the States, ]861-5. To his right is his son-in-law, Simon
Hiron Lumpkin (with black moustache, heavy gold watch chain, and
high silk hat, quite proper in those days). With them are brothers
and sisters, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, first cousins, second cousins,
and double second cousins, once removed, some twice removed.
The original of this photograph, taken by an itinerant photographer
the day after Christmas nearly seventy-four years ago, was presented
recently to The Mayfield Library of Syracuse University by Mr. James
Otis Trulove, Tyler, Texas, whose future mother, Miss Jimmie Lumpkin,
daughter of Judge Lumpkin, is the seventh adult from the viewer's left.
The first girl from the right is her thirteen-year-old sister, Miss Ora
Lumpkin, who later became a very prominent figure in the social and
political circles of Texas and Washington, D. C. Mr. Trulove has
promised to send along later a memorandum containing identification
and information of all the people in this rare photograph. According to
Mr. Trulove, the inscription on the picture was written by Judge Lumpkin,
who noted the absence of three men from the group. Mr. Trulove added.
"These were all hardy and rugged people, good and true, who made their
marks in the world in which they lived." In 1895 the population of
Meridian was 829 souls, those represented by the last two digits being
in the photograph.
Do you have any old photographs such as this one which should
be preserved for posterity? The photograph collection, including numerous
albums, at Syracuse University, is extensive and interesting, and if you
have any pictures you would like included in it, it is suggested you
send them to the Editor of The Courier.
The Cover: George Vander Sluis
A BEAUTIFUL EDITION of The Sullivan County Sketches of Stephen
Crane was issued by Syracuse University Press back in 1949. There are
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ten of these stories: "Four men in a Cave," "The Octopush," "A Ghoul's
Accountant," "The Black Dog," "Killing His Bear," "An Explosion of
Seven Babies," "A Tent in Agony," "The Cry of a Huckleberry
Pudding," "The Holler Tree," and "The Mesmeric Mountain"-seven of
which are here published for the first time in book form-with a splendid
twenty-page introduction by Melvin Schoberlin, author and poet. The
book contains a total of eighty-six pages, and the first (and so far, the
only) edition consisted of 2,000 copies, published on 9 May 1949, going
on twenty years ago.
The pen and ink illustrations are an extraordinary feature of this
edition. They were done by Mr. George Vander Sluis, then and still a
member of the Faculty of the School of Art, Syracuse University. There
are ten illustrations, one for each story, plus two additional sketches which
appear at the top and bottom of the front of the dust jacket, and all are
executed in the haunting spirit which pervades these early stories by the
young Stephen Crane who later became famous as the author of Maggie:
A Girl of the Streets and The Red Badge of Courage. Other than Mr.
George Vander Sluis, it is highly doubtful whether any modern artist
could have captured so satisfactorily and reflected so graphically the vital
essence and animating force of the unique style of Crane's writing; per-
haps John Sloan might have done it creditably; maybe Reginald Marsh.
The illustration on the front cover of this issue of The Courier is a
reduced reproduction of the finished preliminary sketch in black and
white for Crane's story, "Four Men in a Cave," completed just prior to
the final one which is framed and hanging in the office of Dr. Frank P.
Piskor, Vice Chancellor and Provost, Syracuse University.
The sketch reproduced on the cover here is in The Mayfield Library
together with the originals of three other trial sketches executed by Mr.
Vander Sluis, and graciously presented by him a few days ago.
Not Gone Are the Days
T HE DAYS OF discovering rarities are not over yet.
The story of the latest discovery (or recovery) comes from Phila-
delphia where the great establishment of Leary's, the 132-year-old book
store famous throughout the world, closed its doors, went out of business,
and prepared to liquidate its stock by sale at auction.
In a catch-all corner back on the sixth floor was an accumulation of
miscellaneous materials, tossed there over the years, awaiting examination
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and decisions by an inquisitive, industrious, and knowledgeable soul on
a blizzardy day when there was nothing else to do around the store. That
time never arrived, and the place came to be known as "that corner"
among the employees.
Last week the dusty pile of unlisted documents, papers, broadsides,
odds and ends, and so forth, had to be dug into and examined in prep-
aration for the final inventory, and there in the middle of the jumbled
collection was found an old scrapbook into which had been laid a folded
copy of the extremely scarce first printing of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, done by the Philadelphia printer John Dunlap during a July
night back in 1776. Authorities of the American Philosophical Society
of Philadelphia, which owns a copy of the Dunlap printing, examined the
Leary copy, authenticated it as being genuine, and declared it to be the
sixth copy known to be in existence. Mr. Edward R. Poole, manager of
Leary's, is quoted as saying, "I always had a hunch there was something
valuable in that corner."
The monetary value of this newly-discovered copy has been esti-
mated by experts to be more than $30,000.
On 4 July 1776, after adopting the Declaration of Independence,
the Philadelphia Convention ordered:
That the declaration be authenticated & printed
That the committee appointed to prepare the declaration
superintend & correct the press.
That copies of the declaration be sent to the several
assemblies, conventions & committees or councils of safety and
to the several commanding officers of the continental troops that
it be proclaimed in each of the united states & at the head of
the army.
The printing was begun during the night of 4 July and was com-
pleted the next morning. The printed Declaration was simply entitled
"A Declaration by the Representatives of the United States of America,
In General Congress assembled," and below the text appeared only the
statement: "Signed by Order and in Behalf of the Congress, John
Hancock, President. Attest. Charles Thomson, Secretary." The single
sheet, 15x18lh inches in size, was printed on only one side.
All copies of John Dunlap's printing of the Declaration have not,
of course, been accounted for; there must be others, hidden away some-
where. Do you have one in your attic, or in Granny's camel-back trunk
in the basement, or in that old box of Grandpa's things out in the barn?
Are you a member of the Sons of the American Revolution or the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution, and descended from a forebear who
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was a member of one of "the several assemblies, conventions & com-
mittees or councils of safety" to which copies of the printed Declaration
were dispatched?
These questions are not asked in jest. Don't snicker. Don't pooh-
pooh. You may be the fortunate one to turn up the next copy.
In the early days of his career, Mr. Charles Vincent Emerson
Starrett, Chicago bookman, writer, and literary raconteur, crashed The
Saturday Evening Post (27 June 1925) with an article about rare books
called "Have You a 'Tamerlane' in Your Attic?" The book in the title
referred to Tamerlane and Other Poems, by "A Bostonian," being
hardly more than a pamphlet of forty pages by Edgar A. Poe, a native
of the Hub City, printed there in 1827, when the poet was all of eighteen
years of age. In 1925 the item was rated highly in the book world, since
there were only four known copies in existence.
Mrs. Ada S. Dodd, a lady living in third-degree poverty with her
aged sister on the second floor of a small house in the heart of
Worcester, Massachusetts, read Mr. Starrett's article, rummaged around
in their attic, and came up with a copy of the old pamphlet which she
let go for $17,500. Mr. Starrett told the story of this incident in his
excellent book: Born in a Bookshop (University of Oklahoma Press,
Norman, Oklahoma, 1965), and Mr. Charles Eliot Goodspeed, who
acted as Mrs. Dodd's agent, devoted a whole chapter to "The Story of
Tamerlane" in his volume of reminiscences: Yankee Bookseller
(Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1937).
Have you a "Declaration" in your attic?
The days of discovering rarities are not over yet.
(Editor's Note: If you find what you think may be a copy of
Dunlap's printing of the "Declaration," but are not sure, bring it
to one of the four experts in Syracuse University Library who will
be able to tell you whether it is genuine or a fake, a facsimile, or
a forgery.)
Christoffel and Gill
How MANY of the learned people of the Onondaga Community
have read a fascinating little book entitled Clothes by Eric Gill, the
great English artist, sculptor, and engraver? How many people of the
Onondaga Community have ever seen a copy of this rare and unusual
book?
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A recent census conducted under a non-Federal grant shows that
there is only one copy of this book in this part of the country, and that
it is now in The Mayfield Library at Syracuse University, thanks to
Mr. Karl J. Christoffel of Syracuse. Mr. Christoffel is a discriminating
collector who reads only the finest editions of the best books, and as
evidence of his desire to share with others those things which he has
enjoyed the most, ever so often presents to Syracuse University copies
of the books such as the one mentioned above.
Ciothes: An Essay upon the Nature and Significance of the Natural
and Artificial Integuments Worn by Men and Women was written by
Eric Gill at Weimar and Salies-de-Bearn during July 1930, printed by
Walter Lewis at the University Press, Cambridge, England, during June
1931, and published by Jonathan Cape in London during July 1931. The
book is graced by ten illustrations drawn and engraved by the author-
artist.
The copy presented by Mr. Christoffel is of the special edition
limited to 160 numbered copies of which this is copy No. 13, signed by
Eric G. It is in its original integument.
Jake's Fifth
PEOPLE ALL OVER the country and people abroad, including a few
librarians, a great many book collectors, bibliophiles, bibliolaters, biblio-
maniacs, bibliopoles, and many, many bookmen have been waiting,
impatiently waiting for the fifth volume of the great Bibliography of
American Literature, being produced under the guiding genius of
Jacob Blanck.
Volume One of this immense work-"Henry Adams to Donn
Byrne"-was published in 1955; Volume Two-"George W. Cable to
Timothy Dwight"-was issued in 1957; Volume Three-"Edward Eg-
gleston to Bret Harte"-came out in 1959; Volume Four-"Nathaniel
Hawthorne to Joseph Holt Ingraham"-made its appearance in 1963, six
years ago; and Volume Five has been in the works since about that time.
There have been unconscionable delays and postponements, but
through no fault of the compiler. Mr. Blanck is the expert he is because
he has always insisted on excellence and perfection;and if these are not
forthcoming in every respect from the establishment doing the printing,
then Mr. Blanck is not going to settle for less. He will have his way
or else there isn't going to be any way.
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Everything seems now to be rolling along all right on a new
schedule, and according to a communication recently received by the
Editor of The Courier from Mrs. Dorothy Peach of the Sales Department
of Yale University Press, Volume Five will be in the hands of its eager
subscribers during the month of June 1969. Anything done by Jake
Blanck is well worth waiting for.
On the Return of a Book
Lent to a Friend
I GIVE HUMBLE and hearty thanks for the safe return of this book
which, having endured the perils of my friend's bookcase and the book-
cases of my friend's friends, now returns to me in reasonably good
condition.
I give humble and hearty thanks that my friend did not see fit to
give this book to his infant as a play-thing, nor use it as an ash-tray for
his burning cigar, nor as a teething ring for his dog.
When I lent this book I deemed it as lost; I was resigned to the
bitterness of the long parting; I never thought to look upon its pages
again.
But now that my book is come back to me, I rejoice and am exceed-
ing glad! Bring hither the fatted morocco and let us rebind the volume
and set it on the shelf of honor: for this my book was lent, and is returned
again.
Presently, therefore, I may return some of the books that I myself
have borrowed.
Roger Burlingalne
ROGER BURLINGAME, born in 1889, gained an enviable position of
prominence in American Literature during his lifetime of seventy-eight
years. He was recognized for his novels and biographies which were
scholarly written and widely read and greatly appreciated.
When Roger Burlingame died on 17 March 1967, he left to
Syracuse University his library of first editions and presentation copies
and his literary, personal, and family papers and manuscripts.
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The name of Burlingame has carried significance from Rhode Island
to Washington, D. C., to China, and to New York for more than three
hundred years, and has been well known in the Syracuse-Cazenovia area
of Central New York where members of the family have lived for several
generations. The Burlingames came originally from Rhode Island where
the first American by that name settled in 1650. Two hundred years
later Roger Burlingame's grandfather, Anson Burlingame, served as a
Massachusetts Representative to Congress until President Lincoln
appointed him U.S. Minister to China. Roger Burlingame wrote of his
grandfather, "He resigned this post to head the First Chinese Mission to
the principal countries of Europe and the United States. He concluded
the Burlingame Treaty in 1868, the beginning of the 'open door' (now
closed)." Roger Burlingame's father, Edward Livermore Burlingame,
was the first editor of the famous Scribner's Magazine, a post which he
occupied from 1886 until 1914.
[William] Roger Burlingame was born in New York City on 7 May
1889, and grew up there, but spent many summers in the Syracuse-
Cazenovia area with relatives. One of these was Walter Burlingame who,
with a Miss Goodyear, was founder of the Goodyear-Burlingame School
on James Street in Syracuse, for many years a private school of excel-
lence for elite young ladies. A cousin, Roderick Burlingame, established
the Drumlins Country Club, a Syracuse tradition with old and young,
operated until recently by a second generation Roderick. Homes of other
cousins in Cazenovia, where Burlingames still live, were visited by
Roger Burlingame in his youth. In a brief autobiographical sketch accom-
panying his papers, he wrote, "When I was eleven, I first knew Upstate
New York. I had an uncle and aunt and several cousins in Syracuse, and
on my first visit to them, I fell in love with Central New York. I would
have been glad to move there and spend the rest of my life in that part
of the world. This was impossible, but many summers thereafter I roamed
the country from Binghamton to Syracuse to Utica and became more
and more devoted to it."
Roger Burlingame entered Harvard University in 1909, and there
he struggled between Literature and Mechanical Engineering as the career
to follow. Although Literature won, the engineering proclivity and interest
persisted, and was evidenced in published articles and books dealing
with Science and Technology. In 1955 he presented at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology a series of lectures, subsequently published in
book form under the title: The Social History of Machine Production.
More prolific in the output of non-fiction than fiction, Roger Burlingame
wrote both books and articles in the areas of History, Biography, Politics,
Education, Technology, and Industry.
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Between Harvard University and World War I, Roger Burlingame
served as an editor with Hamilton Holt (later President of Rollins
College) on The Independent, a weekly magazine published in New York
City, and wrote book publicity and advertising material for the firm of
Charles Scribner's Sons. Following military service, he studied at the
Sorbonne in Paris, coming home and returning to Scribner's in 1919.
The war experience led to involvement in post-war veterans' affairs, an
interest he maintained for the duration of his life, and resulted in pub-
lication of many articles about the war and the men who fought it. Not
until 1959 did his attention turn inward to the writing of his auto-
biography, I Have Known Many Worlds, published in that year.
The first Burlingame novel, You Too, was published in 1924, a book
which caused its author later to say, "I guess the less said about it the
better." Next came Susan Shane (1926), the elements of which-village,
lake, dairy farms, and "summer devils" -so resembled the Cazenovia
scene that residents of that village believed the shoe fit and put it on,
meanwhile muttering indignantly over both the book and the author.
Three Bags Full ( 1936) brought the same reaction, but to a lesser degree,
and the author was obliged to admit that nearby New Berlin in Chenango
County was "the approximate setting" of the book.
The manuscripts in the Roger Burlingame Collection are representa-
tive of the several forms in which he wrote. Biographies include those of
Elmer Davis: "Don't Let Them Scare You" (1961); of Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, Out of Silence Into Sound ( 1963); and of Benjamin Franklin,
Benjamin Franklin, Envoy Extraordinary (1966). Among other book
manuscripts are The Social History of Machine Production, the MIT
lecture series; The American Conscience (1957); The Sixth Column
(1962); Three Bags Full; and the autobiography, I Have Known Many
Worlds. Non-book manuscripts include the poem, "The Women Will
Soon Knit Again"; a play entitled "Manhattan Love"; articles, essays,
radio scripts, book reviews, and more than thirty short stories including
"The Death Wish," "The Machine From Rome," and "They Wore the
Uniform."
Roger Burlingame's correspondence with editors and publishers, to-
gether with contracts, royalty statements, reference materials, and mis-
cellaneous letters, traces a major portion of his writing career, while both
literary and personal affairs are revealed in correspondence with John
Marquand, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Carl Sandburg, Alec Waugh, Sidney
Howard, and James M. Barrie, spanning the years from 1924 to 1962.
Literary figures represented in the correspondence of Roger Burlingame's
father include Barrie, Henry James, Rudyard Kipling, and Edith Whar-
ton, which forms a part of the family papers.
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The personal papers in the collection range from World War I mate-
rials to the records of the famous Burlingame social functions which took
place during the years from 1935 to 1945. Of special interest in the first
section are Roger Burlingame's letters to his mother from 1916 to 1919.
Beginning in military camps built overnight, including a particularly
tough one in Texas-from which the New Yorker complained of "the flat,
arid terrain beaten by torrential rains and a merciless sun," the letters
came from remote places he was stationed in the United States and
abroad. In the overseas letters the excitement of life in an active army
blends with a developing philosophy and a homesickness in a manner
probably typical of soldiers' letters in any war, but at the same time char-
acteristic of that particular conflict and of this particular soldier.
Mrs. Roger Burlingame, who survived her husband by only seven
days, was the founder and president of the Ann Watkins Literary Agency.
When she and Roger Burlingame were married in 1933, she said of her
husband, "He was one of my best clients. I married him to keep him."
Other clients included William Saroyan, Sinclair Lewis, Edith Wharton,
Peter De Vries, Dorothy Sayers, Sidney Howard, and Phil Stong. Mrs.
Burlingame's correspondence is included in the collection at Syracuse
University.
This collection of immensely interesting and rare materials is avail-
able to anyone studying or writing in the various areas it covers. There
are no restrictions on its examination, inspection, and use by students,
scholars, and researchers. Inquiries should be made to the Head of the
Manuscript Division, Special Collections Department, Carnegie Library,
Room 402, Syracuse University.
-Arsine Schmavonian
Shot and Bleeding
A MOST NOTEWORTHY addition to the Stephen Crane bibliography
is the edition of The Red Badge of Courage produced in a limited number
of copies at Christmas time, 1968, by the West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company, one of the most outstanding manufacturers in this field in
this country.
This book has the dual distinction of having been designed by
Bradbury Thompson and of containing a Foreword written by Jean
A. Bradnick.
The type faces are Linotype Scotch Number Two for the text and
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Modern Number Twenty for the titles. The frontispiece photograph of a
Civil War soldier, from the original in the Chicago Historical Society
Archives, was taken by an unknown photographer in about 1862. The
pages from Rules for the Rifle Musket, Model 1863 are reproduced
from the originals in the collection of Gordon Carroll. The decorative
designs on the slipcase, frontis pages, and concluding pages are from
Gems of Penmanship, by Williams & Packard, 1866, in the collection of
the designer. The cover is pyroxylin coated cloth, morocco grain, with
the U.S. Army insignia blind embossed and the spine stamped in gold.
The end sheets, rifle musket rules, and slip case are printed by offset
lithography on Clear Spring Mist Blue. The text pages are printed by
offset lithography on Pinnacle Book Offset, Eggshell, White and Natural.
Two of the unusual features of this edition are explained in the
excellent Foreword as follows:
Then there is the bullet hole. This symbol of the violence
of battle stays with the reader to the end of the book. It was
inspired by the many recorded instances of soldiers in the Civil
War miraculously escaping death when part of their equipment
or articles they carried stopped or deflected bullets. A popular
display in the museum at Gettysburg is a soldier's prayer book
that stopped a bullet. There are many other documented cases
where playing cards, notebooks, Bibles, tobacco plugs, belt
buckles, watches, swords, and sabres accomplished the same
end.
To determine how well a case-bound book could with-
stand the striking force of a bullet, the designer turned to
his friend, Gordon Carroll, a distinguished writer who is an
expert on Civil War weapons. The two set up a makeshift
firing range on Carroll's back lawn and methodically per-
forated discarded books with projectiles fired from a .45
caliber revolver at various ranges. Satisfied that a book could
stop a bullet but alarmed by the inconsistencies of the free-
shooting designs, Thompson encouraged bookbinder William
Fortney to develop a method of drilling a hole to simulate the
entry of a bullet. Using a .45 caliber slug as a pattern, the
binder accomplished his mission, finding a way to remove
the waste paper from the hole while he was at it.
The blood that bullets draw in battle is used as a design
motif that is actually pleasing as an art form, revulsive as it
may be in real life. Blood appears abstractly in the end page
designs, which the casual reader will admire simply as marbled
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papers popular with bookmakers of the nineteenth century.
Drops of blood-red badges of courage-appear as a recurring
design element throughout the text pages. With the patience
of a psychiatrist administering the Rorschach test, the designer
created hundreds of hemoglobin patterns with an eye-dropper
filled with ink. After carefully analyzing the design character-
istics of each pattern, he patiently positioned the drops on each
of the pages in which they appear. That these splotches appear
as a free-flowing design is a tribute to the designer's ability
to remain creative even while attending to meticulous detail.
The copy of this most attractive book in The Mayfield Library at
Syracuse University was recently donated by Mr. John M. Nolan of
Syracuse University Press, by whom it was received as a Christmas gift
from Mr. Walter Garde and Mr. Ken Sheppard of the Field Staff of the
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company.
Editor's Note: When the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books
at Syracuse University saw this book and read the Foreword the
other day, he said: "About that bullet-in-the-Bible business, my
granddaddy, the late Judge Lumpkin down in Bosque County,
Texas, used to tell us youngsters about a second cousin of his who
carne back from the War with a bullet embedded in his Bible, about
halfway through. 'Cousin Ed said it happened at Gettysburg when
he was in Hood's Texas Brigade,' Granddaddy told us, 'but know-
ing Ed the way we did, we all kinda thought that perhaps he had
shot that bullet himself, just to get us impressed, but we never said
anything about not believing him. We never let on. Maybe he didn't
shoot it.' "
Lawrence Clark Powell Undressed
LAWRENCE CLARK POWELL, one of the greatest de luxe personages
and all-around bookmen in twentieth century America, has written
another book. This one is his autobiography entitled Fortune & Friend-
ship, and it was issued recently by the distinguished firm, R. R. Bowker
Company, 1180 Avenue of the Americas, New York City, "Publishers
to the American Book Trade since 1872."
The publisher indulged in a lot of mail advertising prior to the
appearance of Fortune & Friendship, a build-up altogether unnecessary
because anyone who was acquainted with Mr. Powell and his memorable
writings such as A Passion for Books (1958) and Books in My Baggage
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( 1960) would need no canned touting to be among the first to order a
copy of this summing-up of his marvelous career by this distinguished
man. Mr. Powell's name alone is sufficient to the knowledgeable reader.
Following the first announcement of the forthcoming publication, the
Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books at Syracuse University hastily
sent in an order for the book. Three months later the publisher acknowl-
edged receipt of this order. In the meanwhile, the Curator continued
to receive announcements, pronouncements, and news releases through
the mail:
POWELL AUTOBIOGRAPHY DESCRIBES A LIFE DEVOTED TO BOOKS
After college Powell worked as a shipping clerk . . . He
was soon fired when, instead of delivering a copy of Lady
Chatterley's Lover, he parked the delivery truck and spent
the afternoon reading the book.
THE MAN WHO MADE HIMSELF A LEGEND IN THE BOOK WORLD
TELLS HIS OWN LIFE STORY
In this fascinating chronicle, the author tells of
books that shaped his life
early memories of childhood and adolescence
his first taste of travel
his private gospel of librarianship
his decision to retire at the age of sixty
and his hopes and plans for the future.
LAWRENCE CLARK POWELL SPEAKS OUT:
People, librarians no exception, are forgotten.
Books remain.
A librarian who does not collect books personally is a
poor thing indeed.
This activity of reading, collecting, friendship and shar-
ing, I regarded as central, not peripheral, to librarianship,
and I employed every opportunity to speak out against
those who viewed and practiced librarianship as a tech-
riical process.
Eight months after sending in his order, the Curator, long keyed
up almost to the breaking point, finally received his copy, and immedi-
ately rushed off to a corner, and feverishly devoured everyone of the
227 pages, including the Index. Fortune & Friendship was everything
he had originally expected and hoped for in a book by Mr. Lawrence
Clark Powell. It was excellent reading throughout.
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And then he suddenly noticed something was wrong; something was
lacking. His copy of the book was undressed. The dust-jacket was missing.
The Curator, an ardent evangelist and passionate pleader for the
preservation of all original dust-jackets, wanted this protective covering,
for quite often it is decorative and more important contains biographical
and bibliographical information found nowhere else. He rattled and
shook the wrapping paper, searched high and low: no dust-jacket; so he
concluded one had just not been sent with the book. By letter he notified
the publisher, asked why there was no dust-jacket, and requested that
one be supplied. He had visions of having to wait six to eight months,
but no matter he wanted the important dust-jacket.
By return mail came the following letter:
Dear sir:
This will reply to your inquiry about the lack of a book-
jacket on Fortune & Friendship.
We publish mainly reference books for libraries and the
book trade. Books intended primarily for over-the-counter
bookstore sale usually merit book-jackets.
We appreciate your interest in our publication. Should you




Yes, H. Ruth Karpes; the Curator would still like to know : Why
wasn't there a dust-jacket?
From a Lady in Vermont
U P IN THE Green Mountain State a reader of the previous issue of
The Courier (No. 30), a lady of seventy-six summers, recently wrote an
unusually interesting letter to a friend of the Editor regarding the contents
of that number. This letter, shown to the Editor, contained numerous
critical remarks, among which is a paragraph pertaining particularly to
the piece entitled "Dust Wrappers: An Anomaly."
Here is part of that paragraph:
. . . Did you ever pick up a book, read it with interest, and
then wonder about its author: Who is he, what is his back-
ground for his subject, his education, and so forth? So often,
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far too often, unless one has a good reference library at hand,
the questions go unanswered, unless the dust wrapper carries
such data. Some years ago I attended a birthday dinner party
for a very good friend of mine, an erudite graduate of H - - - -
[Here the lady wrote the name of an eastern institution of
higher learning, founded in 1638.], including law in which he
was and still is eminently successful. Practically each guest
brought a book as a present. As the evening progressed and he
had time really to look over the stack of books, he stood by
the table and tore off the gift wrappings and the publishers'
wrappers. I was horrified and snapped at him, yes, snapped:
"Don't do that-don't you know that hours have been spent
on those and you are likely to find important and pertinent
information on them? I fear, however, if I were to examine his
library today, at his age of eighty-four, that nary a book would
be "dressed."
Hurrah for this lady. She is absolutely correct.
Mr. Bristow and the Old Times
MR. JOSEPH QUAYLE BRISTOW was born in Baldwin City, Kansas,
in 1884, and grew up during the Great Run of the Nineties to the
recently opened lands of Oklahoma. For years he was with surveying
parties all over the Great West where he became acquainted with the
Indian tribes from Canada to Mexico. His father, Joseph Little Bristow,
was Assistant Postmaster General under Presidents William McKinley
and Theodore Roosevelt and later United States Senator from the State
of Kansas; so young Bristow knew the old city of Washington, D. C.,
from the center to the rim. In those days ex-soldiers of the Civil War
were very much in evidence, and as one walked along Pennsylvania
Avenue it was not an uncommon occurrence to see John S. Mosby or
James Longstreet or any of the other famous Confederate generals who
had fought to overthrow the federal government.
From 1908 until his retirement from government service in 1954,
Mr. Bristow was an Auditor for the General Accounting Office in Wash-
ington; today he is associated with Mr. Paul Pearlman's Antiquarian
Bookshop, a favorite rendezvous for politicians and book collectors who
flock there from all over the country.
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During his spare time since his retirement, Mr. Bristow wrote a
book which was recently published under the title: Tales of Old Fort
Gibson: Memories Along the Trail to Yesterday of the Oklahoma Indian
Territory and the Old South. This is a warm and vivid collection of
stories and reminiscences of Oklahoma and other western and south-
western sections of the country at the turn of the century. Those were
the horse-and-buggy days before gas and oil made Oklahoma rich and
wealthy, when there was no income tax, no foreign aid, and no inflation.
Bandits and wild Indians were all over the place; money was hard to get,
but not very much of it was needed: likker sold for six bits a quart,
beer was a nickle a glass, every saloon had a free lunch counter, and
three loaves of bread could be bought for a dime.
Tales of Old Fort Gibson, splendidly written throughout, does more
than evoke a yearning for a more rugged yet somehow easier time than
the present. It brings to life many of the personalities of the day who were
indeed a colorful conglomeration. Mr. Bristow's gift for lively graphic
portraiture enables the reader to know them now almost as well as he
knew them then.
This book will be read with real pleasure not only by those inter-
ested in Americana, but also by everyone who relishes observing human
nature at work in a world where there was still enough elbow room for
people to be expansively and emphatically themselves.
This book is guaranteed to provide enlightenment and enjoyment,
and it is recommended without reservation. If a copy of Tales of Old Fort
Gibson is not available in the local library or bookstore, one may obtain
a copy from Mr. Bristow who lives at 6713 North 25 Street, Arlington,
Virginia 22217. There is a copy in The Mayfield Library at Syracuse
University.
A Malcobn Lowry Catalogue
ONE OF THE MOST unusually interesting book catalogues ever to
come into the hand of the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books at
Syracuse University was received the other day from Mr. J. Howard
Woolmer, a personable bookman whose establishment is located at 529
East 85th Street, New York City. Mr. Woolmer was born in 1929 in
Montreal, Canada, and has lived in New York City for almost eleven
years.
The sixty-four page publication is entirely devoted to the late
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Malcolm Lowry, novelist and poet (Ultramarine, Under the Volcano,
etc.), contains two hitherto unpublished poems by Lowry, with a note
about them by Dr. Earle Birney, essays by Dr. Perle Epstein and Mr.
Richard Hauer Costa, and is beautifully printed and illustrated in an
edition limited to 500 copies.
The Catalogue consists of sections devoted to books and articles by
and about Lowry, followed by an Index of the poems, short stories, and
miscellaneous writings included in the listing.
One of the unique features of this catalogue is the fact that all the
books and periodicals here described and priced were already sold before
the Catalogue was printed and circulated. This is something which does
not often happen in the book world.
Mr. Woolmer's Catalogue undoubtedly is, or will shortly become, a
collectors' item;it certainly deserves reading, admiration, and preservation.
Deductions
WILD ANIMALS, rights to air space, and antique locomotives are
just a few of the more unusual non-cash contributions deducted on
income tax returns filed with the Federal Internal Revenue Service
within the past year or so.
More common non-cash contributions include household goods,
used clothing, objects of art, stocks and bonds, and books and
manuscripts.
In all cases of property other than cash donated to religious,
educational, charitable, and other qualified organizations, the same
question arises: What is the fair market value of the contribution that
is allowable as a deduction for Federal income tax purposes?
A new Federal Internal Revenue Service publication entitled
Valuation of Donated Property attempts to shed some light on the matter.
The booklet is designed principally for individuals, but will also be useful
to appraisers and valuation groups. It explains the rules and methods for
determining "fair market value," the main factor in arriving at the
figure allowable as a deduction, and it discusses problems and pitfalls
in making the evaluation, particularly for the more common types of
donated property.
This booklet (fifteen pages only) also explains various special rules
including those relating to adjustments that must be made to deductions
if certain kinds of property are donated, and it details the information
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that must be furnished with the income tax return when the value of a
non-cash contribution is deducted. It is also pointed out that a return
showing the value of a non-cash contribution of more than $200 must
also include a detailed statement describing the donated material together
with an appraisal of the property by an expert. These are outlined and
illustrated in the booklet.
Should any member of Syracuse University Library Associates or
reader of The Courier be interested in obtaining a copy of this official pub-
lication, he should write to: U.S. Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,
Public Information Division, Washington, District of Columbia 20224,
and request a copy of Publication No. 561 (3-68) entitled Valuation
of Donated Property. There is no charge; neither is it necessary to send
a return self-addressed stamped envelope.
Particularly interesting and enlightening are some of the observa-
tions made in this official United States Government publication regard-
ing books, manuscripts, autographs, and related items. This is, it is
believed, the first time the Internal Revenue Service has ventured into
this sensitive area of the field of collecting to this extent, and this could
mean that the collecting of such materials is increasing throughout the
entire tax-paying public.
Following are some quotations from No. 561 (3-68):
The principal method for determining the value of books,
manuscripts, autographs, and related items is by selecting
comparable sales and adjusting such prices according to the
differences between the comparatives and the item being evalu-
ated. This is a complex and technical task which, except
where the collection is of small value, should be left to the
expert appraiser. Dealers frequently specialize in certain areas,
such as Americana, foreign imports, Bibles, and scientific
books, and have the experience and knowledge to evaluate
collections in their specialties.
The fact that a book is very old, or even very rare, does
not necessarily mean that it is valuable. There are many
books that are extremely old, or rare, and that have little
or no value. The serious collector is willing to pay good money
for important books-books that are of great literary, scientific,
historical, or other significance, and which are in short supply.
[The Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books at Syracuse
University and the Editor of The Courier heartily agree with
the above statement regarding age as a determining factor of
value, but just as heartily disagree with the assertion that the
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fact that a book is "rare" or "very rare" does not necessarily
mean that it is valuable. Every rare or very rare book is valu-
able. The words "rare" and "very rare" should have been
omitted from that section. Rare means valuable.]
The condition of the book has a great deal of influence
on its value. One may say, "Oh, a few pages are missing, but
you can still read the book." But the fact is that collectors are
interested in items that are in fine or, at least, good condition.
When a book has a missing page, a loose binding, or tears,
stains, or is otherwise in poor condition, its value is greatly
diminished.
Some other important factors in the valuation of a book
are the type of binding (fine contemporary leather, cloth, paper,
etc.), pages (plain or gilt edged), and illustrations (drawings,
photographs, colored or plain). Collectors usually seek first
editions of books; however, because of changes or additions,
other editions are sometime worth as much as, or more than,
the first edition. Reference material helpful in the valuation
of books can be found in, or obtained through, your local
library.
Manuscripts, autographs, diaries, and related items, that
are handwritten, or at least signed by, the famous and the
infamous, are often in demand and valuable. The writings of
unknowns may also be of value if they are of historical,
literary, or other importance. The valuation of such material
presents a difficult problem. For example, there may be a con-
siderable difference in value between two diaries that were kept
by a famous person-one having been kept during his boy-
hood and the other during an important period in his political
career. The expert appraiser can determine a value in these
cases by applying his knowledge and judgment to factors such
as comparable sales, dealer's prices, etc. The condition of the
item is always important.
The valuation of your personal papers that, say, were
accumulated over your long and illustrious public career,
must meet the test of the definition of fair market value.
You have the responsibility of proving the value of such
papers as claimed on your tax return.
Mere signatures, or sets of signatures, that were cut off
letters or other papers, usually have little or no value. However,
complete sets of signatures of Presidents are in demand.
The Editor of The Courier will be glad to render whatever assistance
possible to anyone concerning the matters treated in this Government
bulletin. The Special Collections Department of Syracuse University
Library is full of experts who will be happy to do likewise.
Harbingers: "If item 7 is $5,000 or more, compute tax &
surcharge & pay item 10 in full with return. If under $5,000,
IRS will compute tax if you omit items 8, 10 & 11 (but
complete item 9)." "Subtract line 2 from line 1." "Subtract
line 4 from line 3." "Subtract $7,800." "Multiply balance
by .044 and include the result in the amount shown in item 9."
"If line 12a is less than $734, find surcharge from tables on
page 10 of instructions. If line 12a is $734 or more, multiply
amount on line 12a by .075 and enter result." It's really
simple; it has to be.
The Advisory Board
A DOZEN OR SO fortnights ago a duly authorized Committee of
Legal Eagles of the Board of Trustees of Syracuse University Library
Associates, in order to form a more perfect union, put their heads and
talents together during several grueling round-the-clock sessions and
came up with a brand new Constitution for that august organization.
It was (and is) a magnificent document, modernized to meet the
needs of changing times and the requirements of kaleidoscopic condi-
tions, resembling something like that which William Ewart Gladstone
had in mind when he referred to the American Constitution as "the most
wonderful work ever struck off at a given time by the brain and purpose
of man."
At the meeting of the Board of Trustees last November, the
improved Constitution was presented to the assembly, and at the moment
the last word had been read by the Chairman and Spokesman of the
Drafting Committee (Hon. Frank C. Love), there were clamorous
demands that it be adopted on the spot. The vote was vociferously
unanimous.
One of the innovations of this new Constitution was the creation
of a super-group to be known as the Advisory Board. This unit is to
consist of those Trustees who merit such elevation by their terms of
service and support of the Library programs. They are authorized to
attend meetings of the Board of Trustees "with right of voice in meetings
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but no vote." The first Trustee to be honored by election to the Advisory
Board is Mr. Norman H. Strouse, late of New York City, who now
makes his home at Saint Helena, California.
Recently the Editor of The Courier received a communication
from Mr. Strouse in which he declared that he had been appointed
to the Chair of Regents' Professor at the University of California at
Santa Cruz, and that he would be serving there from 30 March until 14
June 1969. Mr. Strouse described his duties: "I will be expected to
give some lectures on subjects of my choosing and competence, partici-
pate in seminars, and be available for consultation with faculty and
students. A truly unstructured kind of program."
Those people who know Mr. Strouse and of his book collecting
accomplishments and have been fortunate to hear him speak will cer-
tainly be most envious of those privileged Santa Cruz students sitting
at the feet of this gentleman of culture and intelligence who is one of the
very few first-magnitude bibliophiles this country has ever known.
Note: There is no doubt about the academic intelligence of
faculty members at Santa Cruz-it must be of a very high
order-but it's a blue-chip bet that they, too, most certainly
can learn a great many good things from Mr. Strouse.
AB
FIRST AND FOREMOST among periodicals about books and bookmen
being published in the world today is one which every first- and every
second-hand book dealer knows about under the title: Antiquarian
Bookman, referred to among those in the Know as just simply: AB.
This is the best of its kind, and every member of Syracuse Uni-
versity Library Associates and every reader of The Courier who is not
familiar with this publication is urged to examine a copy of any recent
issue in the public library nearest at hand, and govern himself accord-
ingly. Interest and satisfaction are guaranteed.
The editor and publisher of AB is Mr. Sol. M. Malkin, who has cut
his eyeteeth on every possible section of the complex Book World for the
past forty-odd years and is now the recognized authority among all people
who have an abiding love for books-the richest treasures of the world.
Mr. Malkin deserves unlimited credit for the success of this worthy enter-
prise, but the brains, the real brains, behind Mr. Sol. M. Malkin is none
other than Mary Ann O'Brian Malkin, Associate Publisher. Their mail
address is: Box 1100, Newark, New Jersey 07101.
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Science Marches On!
INCONTROVERTIBLE EVIDENCE that Science is contmumg great
strides toward improving the state of the World today, particularly that
of the genus Mus Musculus and probably also that of Homo Sapiens in
the long run, is found in a recent issue of the Washington, D. C., Evening
Star newspaper.
The entire announcement, in enlarged form so all may read it easily,
is reproduced below:
Virgin Rats Give Milk
JERUSALEM-In research at
Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
injections of certain drugs have
converted undeveloped mam-
mary glands of virgin female
rats into well-developed glands
containing milk.
Isn't this wonderful? Think of the possibilities.
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Wanted
T HE FOLLOWING is a list of some of the books needed and wanted
by the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books at Syracuse University:
1. Prisons of Air, by Moncure D. Conway, New York, 1891;
or any other edition. Fiction.
2. Atalanta in Calydon, by A. C. Swinburne. London, 1865;
first edition only (quarto, 111 pages), in any kind of con-
dition.
3. The Tatler, London periodical, Volume 2, 25 August
through 29 December 1877, bound or unbound. Contains
A Year's Letters, by Mrs. Horace Manners, a novel in serial
form.
4. Two Plunges for a Pearl, by Mortimer Collins. Three vol-
umes. London, Tinsley Brothers, 1872. A novel. This or any
other edition, in any condition.
5. Legends of Iceland (Second Series, 1866), translated by
George E. J. Powell and Eirikr Magnusson.
6. Lyra Triumphalis, by Thomas Lake Harris, London, 1891.
Poetry. Want two copies.
7. Purely Original Verse, by J. Gordon Coogler. Columbia,
South Carolina, 1897.
8. Any books by Henry Thompson Stanton, American poet
and journalist from Kentucky, 1834-1898.
9. Any books by Ebenezer Jones, English poet, 1820-1860.
If any member of Syracuse University Library Associates or any
reader of The Courier has copies of any of these books he would like to
present as gifts, very well and very good; if he wants to sell them, all
right; the same applies to book sellers and dealers. A note to the Curator,
in care of The Editor of The Courier, University Station, Box 163, Syra-
cuse, New York 13210, will bring a ready and happy response.
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NOW IS THE TIME
Dear Friend and Supporter:
You are cordially invited to entertain the suggestion that now is
the opportune time to come to the aid of Syracuse University Library
Associates, and to renew your annual affiliation with that organization.
This may be done by either (or both) of two ways: donations of
property (books, stocks, securities, etc.) or contributions in the form of
checks.
Depending upon the value of the property or the amount of the
check, you may become enrolled as:
AN ANNUAL MEMBER by contributing $15 or more III any year;
A SUSTAINING MEMBER by contributing $100 or more in any year;
or
A LIFE MEMBER by contributing $3,000 or more in any year.
All contributions are tax deductible within legal limits.
Checks should be made payable to: SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY,
and communications should be addressed to:
LIBRARY ASSOCIATES
University Sta., Box 163,
Syracuse, N. Y. 13210
The Board of Trustees of Library Associates is confident of your
early and generous response and looks forward to your participation in
the activities of Syracuse University Library.
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